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Th is study was conducted to:

(I) determine why students enrolled

in the Business and Office Education Program, (2) determine the
opinions of graduates regarding the quality of the preparation they
received, (3) determine the current employment status of graduates,

(4) determine the tasks performed by graduates employed in business
and office positions, and (5) determine how their present business
and office positions relate to their education.
Questionnaires were received from 52 graduates.

The data from

the questionnaires were tabulated and appropriate percentages were
calculated.

These were then analyzed and evaluated by the researcher.

The following conclusions were reached:
I.

The Secretarial-Stenographic Curriculum fills a definite

need in the Business and Office Education Program.
2.

Students expressed a desire to enroll in the program in

order to develop skills to be used, yet few of those students are
using their skills.
3.

Based upon comments made by respondents, the office machines

course could be lengthened.
iii
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4.

It appears that the duties and responsibilities in offices

are adequately taught at the Greenup County Vocational Center.
Respondents employed in business and office positions rate their
present job as requiring identical or similar skills as those acquired
in their vocational programs.
5.

It appears that students who are enrolling in the Greenup

County Vocational Center have no intention of using their education
in a business and office position.
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Chapter 1
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Greenup County Vocational Center, under the direction of
Ashland Area Vocational School, opened in the fall of 1968 to serve
the high school students and adults of Lewis and Greenup counties,
Kentucky.

Evening classes were offered for adults and day classes

were limited to high school students.
The Business and Office Department, offering only the
Secretarial-Stenographic Curriculum, was a two-teacher department.
Because of a larger enrollment from the parent schools, the Business
and Office Department added a third teacher during the second year of
operation.

Only the Secretarial-Stenographic Curriculum was offered

during the 1969-70 school year.

The Gener'al Clerical Curriculum was

included during the 1970-71 school year when there was a student demand
for it.

Attempts have been made to offer the Accounting-Junior

Management Currlculum but student interest has not been sufficient.
During the 1970-71 school year, Lewis County opened its own
vocational school.

Therefore, today Greenup County Vocational Center

serves only one county.
Prior to the opening of Greenup County Vocational Center, Greenup
County students had no facilities for vocational training.

During the

1966-67 school year, Greenup County enrolled 710 ninth grade students.
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Of the 710 students, 578 graduated in 1970 and only 181 of these entered
college in the fall of 1970. 1 With such a large perc~ntage of a
graduating class not enrolling in college, the importance of the vocational school becomes very evident.
The Kentucky State Plan for the administration of vocational
education contains the following statement:
The purpose of vocational business and office education
programs is to prepare persons for career positions in the
field of business. It includes instruction designed to prepare
persons for initial positions, for refresher work, and for
upgrading skills leading to new positions or advancement in
present positions. The work must be of such quality that
persons completing the program are employable and capable ~f
succeeding in the occupation for which they have prepared.
Lloyd V. Douglas described vocational business education as:
Quite properly, this important vocational phase of
business education is directed toward acquiring skills, know]. edges, abilities, and attitudes important in securing and serving
"beginning" jobs in business. Yet in the good business education
program due attention is also given to those factors which seem
most likely to encourage, prepare, and motivate the learner for
later assumption of greater responsibilities.3
Thus, the vocational business education department has a grave
responsibility to its students.

The follow-up study is a direct method

by which the department may determine if it is fulfilling its
responsibility.

1Kentucky State Department of Education, Kentucky State Plan,
Part I I, Long Range Program Plan Provisions, 1972-76, (Frankfort:
Kentucky State Department of Education, 1971), p. 18.
2Kentucky State Department of Education, Kentucky Handbook for
Planning and Evaluating Local Vocational Education Programs, (Frankfort:
Kentucky State Department of Education, 1970), p. C-1.
3LJoyd V. Douglas, Business Education, (New York:
for Applied Research in Education, Inc., 1968), p. 2.

The Center
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Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to determine selected information
about the two-year Business and Office Education graduates of the
Greenup County Vocational Center from May, 1970, to May, 1972.

More

specifically, this study will determine:
I.

Why students decided initJally to enroll in the Business
and Office Education Program.

2.

The opinions of the graduates regarding the quality of the
preparation they received at the Greenup County Vocational
Center.

3-

The number of graduates who are currently employed in
business and office occupations as well as those who are
unemployed.

4.

The tasks performed by graduates in their present business
and office positions.

5.

How the present business and office positions of the
graduates relate to their education.
Hypotheses

1.

Less than 50 percent of the Business and Office Education

graduates are employed in business and office positions.
2.· More than 50 percent of the Business and Office Education
graduates do not desire employment.
Need for the Study
Explicit within the Kentucky State Plan for Vocational Education are the criteria for evaluating the instruction programs.
Follow-up studies should be conducted at various intervals to determine:

4
1.

If programs of vocational education are fulfilling
their intended purpose in contributing to the manpower
needs of the state.

2.

If students upon completion of their training are
employed in areas or related areas for which trained.4

Many business educators recommend the follow-up study as an
excellent means of securing data for use in evaluating the educational
program.

11 iff, in her discussion of the fol low-up study, remarks that

it provides information about the current status of business education.
She states:
One of the major problems facing school administrators
today is that of measuring the effectiveness of the educational
program. In these times of rapid change and increased enrollments, the methods and techniques of the past may no longer
provide adequate training for the graduates of tomorrow. One
widely used means of securing data for use in evaluating the
educational program is that of the follow-up study.5
Klein also values the follow-up study.

He remarks, "If your

department has never done a follow-up study, why not look into the
possibility.

I assure you it will more than compensate for the work

involved. 116
Nolan, Hayden, and Malsbary illustrate the value of the followup study in securing information about past experiences of graduates
when they state:

"Follow-up studies must be used to determine the

4Kentucky State Department of Education, Kentucky State Plan
for the Administration of Vocational Education Under PL 90-576, The
Vocational Amendments of 1968, (Frankfort: Kentucky State Department
of Education, 1971), p. 1.54-2.
5Kathryn M. 11 iff, "The Fol low-Up Study in Business Education,"
National Business Education Quarterly. XXV, (December, 1966), p. 35.
6Joseph F. Klein, "Adequately Trained Secretaries--A Fol low-Up
Study," The Balance Sheet, L., (March, 1969), p. 335.
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expe ri ences of graduates on the job and as the basis for effect i ng
cha nges i n programs i n o r der to mee t better the needs of stude nts . 117
Ma l sba ry chas ti ses educational systems wh i ch have ne i ther made
thei r own follow- up studies nor used the findings from othe r studies.
Ma l sbary rema r ks:
Ma ny s urveys and fo ll ow- up studies have been made i n
var ious pa r ts of the country and i n various ty pes of schools
to determ i ne whe t her the cu rri c ulums in the s chools are meet in g
the needs of the students they serve. The fi nd ings of these
studies may be a nd often are used by the schoo l s as a bas i s f or
improv i ng and updat i ng the c u r ri cu l um i n o r de r to pr epa r e st udents
better to meet the occupationa l demands of the wo r ld of bus i ness.
However, the r e are some schools and educators who apparent l y
care ve r y l i ttle about what happens to the i r students after they
leave school, and who make l i tt l e or no attempt to determine
whether the educational programs meet the needs of the studen ts . 8
Al though t he Greenup County Vocationa l Cente r has been in
operat ion for f i ve years and a fol l ow up of students should be a pa r t
of the vocational p rogram, a forma l follow- up study has not been
conducted .

The school is aware of a student's emp l oyment only through

c ha nce ; therefore, a f ol l ow-up st udy of the business and off i ce g rad uates
is ex tremely i mportant at this t ime.
Limitat ions of the Study
1.

This st udy was l imited to those 1969- 72 bus i ness and

off i ce graduates who had completed two years i n the Greenup County
Vocat ional Center.

7c. A. Nolan, Carlos K. Hayden, and Dean R. Malsbary, Pr i nc i p l es
and Prob l ems of Bus i ness Educat ion , (Cincinnati: South - Western Pub ] ish ing Company, 1967), p. 60.
Boean R. Ma l sbary , 11 • • Re - evaluation of Business Education
Based on Surveys , " Bu s i ness Educat i on Forum, XXI I , (January, 1968), p. 16.
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value.

The utilization of the questionnaire-type survey has limited

However, it was the best method available for the current

study and space was provided for the expression of opinions.
Definition of Terms
Accounting-Junior Management Curriculum--A curriculum designed
to incorporate more courses in accounting dnd mana~ement in order to
prepare the student for entry into the accounting and management field.
Area Vocational School--ln this study, the researcher is
referring to the Ashland Area Vocational School.
in charge of the Greenup County Vocational Center.

The area school is
Students from the

center may take post-graduate work at the Ashland Area Vocational
School.
Business and Office Education--That phase of education which
attempts to prepare individuals for entry and advancement in a career
in business.
Cooperative Office Education--A program which provides students
with part-time school experiences and part-time job experiences
simultaneously.
Extension Centers--Any vocational center which is under.the
direction of an area vocational school.

Vocational high school students

spend three hours of every day at the extension center.
General Clerical Curriculum--A curriculum designed to include
the studies common to many jobs in the office occupational field with
on.e exception, stenographic studies.
Kentucky State Plan--The document sets forth the policies and
procedures that the state intends to follow in making use of its

7
vocational funds.

This plan is drawn up and submitted to the United

States Office of Education.

After federal approval, it must be

followed carefully.
Parent Schools--Schools from which the extension centers
obtain their students.

Students spend half their school day at the

parent school and the other half at the extension center.

Parent

schools in this study include Greenup, McKell, and Wurtland High
schools.
Secretarial-Stenographic Curriculum--That curriculum in business
education which includes shorthand.

The aim of this curriculum is to

prepare students for either stenographic or secretarial positions.
Vocational Education--An educational discipline which prepares
students for employment in business or office occupations as it pertains
to Greenup County Vocational Center.

Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Considerable research has been conducted and materials written
on follow-up studies of graduates from high school business education
classes to determine the effectiveness of the high school business
education program.

Much less has been researched and written about

graduates of business education classes from vocational schools. This
is true because the vocational school is a newer aspect of education.
The findings from the following studies are very similar to the
information contained in this study although the structure of the
studies is significantly different.
Burkett's Study 1
Burkett completed a study of the secretarial and general clerical
vocational preparation programs in the Kentucky area vocational schools
and extension centers.

His study determined the adequacy of students'

preparation for gainful employment in business offices.

An analysis of

the data obtained revealed many similarities in the various programs.
Generally they consist of three-room and three-teacher departments which
are well equipped and have adequate teaching aids.

Most departments have

electric typewrit~rs, a multiple-channel shorthand lab, calculators,

1Rupert Dean Burkett, "The Business and Office Programs in the
Vocational Schools of Kentucky: An Appraisal," (unpublished Doctor's
thesis, University of Kentucky, 1971), pp. 72-78.
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adding machines, and modern furniture.

Course content is similar in

the various preparation programs.
Burkett's comparison of the opinions of students, teachers,
and employers of students revealed the following:
1.

Teachers find the programs inadequate; whereas, business-

men and graduates rate the programs more often as adequate.
2.

All three groups rate the programs high in basic skills

such as typewriting, office machines, shorthand, folding and inserting
letters, receptionist, filing, and short-term skills.

3-

Functional knowledge is rated second.

This includes draft-

ing business documents, application of office machine skills, recording
and keeping financial records, working jointly with employers and
handling routine responsibilities.
4.

Business environmental knowledge is rated third.

This

includes the working relationship of secretaries with others, the use
of initiative in performing tasks, and the development of personal
qualities and character traits of secretaries.
5.

Secretaries are weak in typewriting from handwritten

materials and in proofreading.
6.

Graduates seem to have adequate skills in the operation of

office machines, but they are weak in the application of these skills.
Fannin's Studv 2
Fannin's study of the 1969-70 business and office education
graduates of Martin County Extension Center revealed that 18 students,

2Donald Ray Fannin, "A Follow-Up Study of the 1969-70 Business
and Office Education Graduates of Martin County Extension Center,"
(unpublished research study, Morehead State University, 1971).
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or 45 percent of the respondents, were employed.

Only 52 percent of

those employed held positions for which they were trained.

The others

worked as waitresses, cashiers, and teachers' aides.
Courses recommended most often as helpful to add to the
curriculum were accounting, bookkeeping, shorthand, data processing,
and office machines.
Other research studies surveyed were similar in structure and in
the information secured but they were follow-up studies of graduates
from high school business education departments.
Barte 1 's Study3
Bartel compared vocational and nonvocational students after
graduation from Wausau Senior High School to identify the entry jobs
and to discover the opinions students have about their job preparation.
Seven out of ten working vocational students and three out of ten
working nonvocational students were employed in offices.
Cherry's Study4
In many follow-up studies of high school business education
graduates, typewriting is either the most frequently mentioned course
as having the greatest on-the-job value or it is the most frequently
mentioned as one of the two courses having the greatest on-the-job value.

3Dale R. Bartel, "A Study of Selected 1966 Graduates of Wausau
Senior High School to Identify the Entry Jobs of Vocational and NonVocational Students After Graduation," National Business Education
Quarterly, XXXVI, (October, 1968), pp. -7.
4Nita D. Cherry, "A Follow-Up Study of the Business Education
Graduates of Crystal Lake Community High School for the Years 1964
through 1966," National Business Education Quarterly, XXXVI, (October,
1968), pp. 10-11.
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Cherry's respondents rate typewriting alone as having the greatest onthe-job value.
Courses mentioned as courses offered but not taken which would
have had on-the-job value included office machines., beginning shorthand,
bookkeeping, and advanced shorthand.

Courses mentioned which were not

offered but which would have had on-the-job value included general
office, advanced bookkeeping, data processing, and an IBM course.
The most common duties performed by graduates were typing
envelopes, using the telephone, filing duties, typing on printed forms,
typing tabulated material, handling the mail, typing letters from rough
draft, typing postal and index cards, composing business letters and
receptionist duties.
Sammataro's Study5
Sammataro's respondents also rated typewriting alone as having
the greatest on-the-job value.

However, inadequate preparation in the

use of the electric typewriter was revealed.
Olson's Studx6
Typewriting and bookkeeping were selected by more than half of
the respondents to a survey by Olson as the most beneficial subjects.
Business arithmetic and office machines were the subjects selected most

5Rosemarie A. Sammataro, "A Follow-Up Study of 1962 and 1963
East Haven High School Business Graduates as a Basis for Improving
the Business Curriculum at East Haven High School," National Business
Education Quarterly, XXXVI, (October, 1965), p. 49.
6oonald E. Olson, "An Evaluation of the Business Education
Curriculum in a Smal I High School," National Business Education
Quarterly, XXXVI, (October, 1968), p. 33.
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frequently as the business subjects that would be beneficial if offered
in the business curriculum.

Sixty-three percent of the respondents

indicated general business was the least beneficial business subject.
Hay's Stud/
Typewriting and office practice were of great value to over
half of the respondents to Hay's study.
little vocational value.

One year of shorthand had

Typewriting and filing were the most common

activities performed, and the most commonly used machines were the
electric and manual typewriters, and the electric ten-key adding machine.
DeCraene's Study8
Cooperative ~ffice education was rated first, and third-year
typewriting was rated second, by the respondents of DeCraene's study as
having great on-the-job value.

Respondents indicated adequate prepa-

ration on the manual typewriter.

Business letter writing and data

processing were courses mentioned which would be valuable to add to
the business education curriculum.

7stephanie A. Hays, "A Follow-Up Study of the 1962-66 Office
Practice Graduates of Kaneland High School with Implications for the
Improvement of the Office Practice Course," National Business Education
Quarterly,XXXVI, (October, 1968), pp. 21-22.
8Andrew J. Decraene, "A Follow-Up Study of Graduates of Advanced
Business Courses at Sterling Township High School for the Years 1956 and
1962 Through 1966, with Implications for Curriculum Revision," National
Business Education Quarterly, XXXVI, (October, 1968), pp. 14-15.
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Perkins' Study9
Inadequate preparation in the use of the electric typewriter was
revealed in Perkins' study.

Inadequate instruction on the photocopier,

mailing machine, and data processing equipment was also revealed.

Job

competencies considered by employers to be very weak in beginning office
workers were spelling and punctuation.

Reasons for failure on the job

included lack of int,;est, personality faults, and lack of skills in
that order.
Summary
Typewriting is indicated in the majority of follow-up studies as
the subject with the greatest on-the-job value, and most business education graduates feel they have adequate skill on the typewriter.

Perhaps

the reason for this finding is that typewriting, from the standpoint of
enrollment, is the most important subject in the business curriculum.TO
Typewriting is one of the basic subjects needed by all business employees
regardless of the type work they do.
Few graduates have failed to secure office jobs because of lack
of basic skills and few lose their jobs because of lack of basic skills,
such as shorthand.

Personality faults, character traits, and the lack

of initiative in performing tasks are most often the reasons for
dismissal from employment.

9Mary Shawn Perkins, "A Job Information Survey in Milwaukee and
a Follow-Up Study of Mercy High School Graduates,'.' National Business
Education Quarterly, XXXVI, (October, 1968), pp. 46-47.
lOc. A. Nolan, Carlos K. Hayden, and Dean R. Malsbary, Principles
and Problems of Business Education, (Cincinnati: South-Western Publishing Company, 1967), pp. 237-238.
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Chapter 3
PROCEDURES
The problem of this study was to determine selected information
about the two-year Business and Office Education graduates of the
Greenup County Vocational Center from May, 1970, to May, 1972,
Securing the Names and Addresses of Graduates
The names and addresses of the two-year business and office
education graduates were obtained from the enrollment forms on file in
the central office at Greenup County Vocational Center.

An update of

the addresses was made with the assistance of the 1971-72 and 1972-73
business and office education students who knew most of the graduates.
Further updating was provided by the local post office.
Developing the Questionnaire
A thorough review of questionnaires used in completed studies
was conducted in order to aid in constructing the questionnaire (See
Appendix A, page 46) used in this study.

Of particular assistance were

the studies of Cline 1 and Fannin. 2

lsigle J. Cline, ''A Study of Business Education Graduates of
Morehead State University, 1967 and 1971," (unpublished Master's thesis,
Morehead State University, 1972).
2Donald Ray Fannin,
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The 1972-73 business and office education students helped to
provide alternative answers to the question:

"What most affected your

decision to enroll in the Business and Office Education Program at
Greenup County Vocational Center?"
The questionnaire was submitted to members of the business
education faculty at Morehead State University for recommendations.
Printing the Questionnaire
On May 21, 1973, the questionnaire, a one-page cover letter
(see Appendix B, page 52) and a one-page follow-up letter (see Appendix
C, page 54) were typed on stencils and duplicated on the mimeograph
machine at Greenup County Vocational Center.
Preparing for Mailing
During the week of May 21-25, a student at Greenup County Vocational Center who was enrolled in the general clerical curriculum
prepared the cover letter, envelopes, and follow-up letter for mailing.
She also prepared return envelopes, addressed to the researcher.
Mai 1 ing the Questionnaire and FoHow-Up Letter
On May 25, 1973, 98 questionnaires were mailed.

One of the

questionnaires was returned by the post office marked "addressee
unknown."

Forty-one of the questionnaires, or 42 percent of the total,

were returned.

A Follow-Up Study of the 1969-70 Business and Office Education
Graduates of Martin County Extension Center," (unpublished research
study, Morehead State University, 1971).

11
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Fifty-six follow-up letters were mailed on June 11, 1973.

Since

the majority of respondents had signed their questionnaire indicating
a desire to obtain the results of the study, it was not necessary to
send a follow-up letter to all 98 students.
July 6, 1973, was established as a cut-off date for the questionnaire.

On this date, eleven more letters had been received.

This made

a total of 52 letters, or a 53 percent return.
Analyzing the Data
The data received were tabulated and appropriate percentages
were calculated for each item on the questionnaire.

All comments by

the graduates were evaluated and analyzed by the researcher.

Chapter 4
FINDINGS
The problem of this study was to determine selected information
about the two-year Business and Office Education graduates of the
Greenup County Vocational Center from May, 1970, to May, 1972.
Curriculum Students Completed
The following material is based upon the responses of 52
graduates who returned the questionnaires.

Table 1 illustrates the

number of graduates from each school year who responded to this study.
The majority of the respondents, 25 students, or 48 percent, were
from the 1970-71 graduating class; 15 respondents or 29 percent, were
1969-70 graduates; and 12 respondents, or 23 percent, graduated in 1971-72.
Table
Number of Two-Year Graduates from
Greenup County Vocational Center, 1969-72

Year

Number

Percent

1969-70 Graduates

15

29

1970-71 Graduates

25

48

1971-72 Graduates

12

23

52

100

Total

17

18
The majority of the 52 students completed the SecretarialStenographic Curriculum.

Thirty-eight respondents, or 73 percent, as

shown in Table 2 completed the Secretarial-Stenographic Curriculum.
Ten percent, or 5 of the respondents, completed the General Clerical
Curriculum.
period.

Nine students did not pursue a curriculum for a two-year

These students, representing 17 percent of the respondents,

completed one year of the Secretarial-Stenographic Curriculum and one
year of the General Clerical Curriculum.

The most frequent reason

given for changing curriculum was a dislike of shorthand.
Table 2
Curriculum Completed by Two-Year Graduates

Curriculum

Number

Percent

38

73

General Clerical

5

10

Did not pursue two-year curriculuma

9

17

52

100

Secretarial-Stenographic

Total

acompleted one year of Secretarial-Stenographic and one year of
General Clerical Curriculum.
Reasons for Enrolling in Business and Office Education Program
Students had many reasons for enrolling in a vocational business
and office education program, other than a desire to acquire skills.
Table 3 lists the factors which affected the decision of the 52

19

respondents who enrolled in the Business and Office Education Program
at Greenup County Vocational Center.
Table 3
Factors Affecting Decision to Enroll
in Business and Office Education Program

Factor

Number

Desire to obtain a background
for further business education

19

Percent

36

Only program open at time of enrollment

2

Own desire to develop secretarial skills
to be used immediately upon graduation

23

44

Parents' wishes

2

Recommended by a friend or relative

0

0

Recommended by guidance counselor

3

6

Other

5

10

52

100

Total

Most students responding expressed a desire to develop skills to
be used immediately upon graduation as the factor which affected their
decision.

Twenty-three students, or 44 percent, indicated the decision

was their own.

Nineteen students, or 36 percent, enrolled in the

Business and Office Education Program in order to obtain a background for
further business and office education.

One student responded that the

Business and Office Education Program was the only program open at the
time of enrollment and one student enrolled because of parents' wishes.
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Three students entered the program upon the recommendation of their
guidance counselor.
for enrolling.

Five students, or ID percent, listed other reasons

Of these, one student indicated both a desire to develop

secretarial skills to be used immediately upon graduation and a desire
to obtain a background for further business education.

This student is

now working her way through college.
Another student replied, "I enrolled in the Business and Office
Education Program at Greenup County Vocational Center because I felt
it would be more important to my future than any other courses I could
have taken."
A desire to obtain secretarial skills to be used later in life
prompted two students to enroll in the program.

One student indicated

she wanted to take shorthand, a course which was not offered in her home
high school curriculum.
Denied Employment Because of Inadequate Skills
Students were asked the question, "Have you been denied employment because of inadequate business and office skills?"
the responses to this question.

Table 4 contains

Only 2 students indicated they had been

denied employment; one indicated a deficiency in her typing skill, and
another stated she had not had enough shorthand.

Ninety-four percent of

the respondents indicated they had not been denied employment because of
inadequate business and office skills.

One student failed to answer the

question.
These responses indicate the adequacy of the Business and Office
Education Program of the Greenup County Vocational Center in preparing
students for employment.
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Table 4
Denied Employment Because of Inadequate
Business and Office Skills

Responses

Number

Yes
No

Percent

2

4

49

94

51

98

al student omitted answering this question
Evaluation of Instruction
Students enrolled in the Secretarial-Stenographic Curriculum
and the General Clerical Curriculum complete basically the same courses
with the exception of shorthand.

Only the Secretarial-Stenographic

Curriculum contains the shorthand requirement.

This permits the students

in the General Clerical Curriculum to have an opportunity to compl'ete
more accounting courses during the two-year program.
Students were asked to evaluate the instruction they had received
in business subjects with "very adequate," "adequate," or "inadequate."
Table 5 shows their evaluations for the seven business courses offered
at Greenup County Vocational Center.

Recordkeeping, business mathematics,

and accounting were most often not evaluated since several of the
responding students did not complete these courses as they were in the
Secretarial-Stenographic Curriculum.

Table 5
Graduates' Evaluation of Instruction Received in Business Subjects

Subject

Very Adequate
Number Percent

Ade, uate
Number Percent

Inadequate
Number Percent

Not Applicable
Number Percent

Accounting

16

31

16

31

l

2

19

36

Business Communications

28

54

20

38

1

2

3

6

Business Mathematics

10

19

8

15

2

4

32

62

Office Practic•e/Office Mach'ines

26

50

19

37

7

13

0

0

6

12

14

27

0

0

32

61

Shorthand

33

63

14

27

5

10

0

0

Typewr.i ting

34

65

16

31

2

4

0

0

Recordkeeping

•

N
N
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Typewriting was rated higher than any other business subject.
Thirty-four students, or 65 percent, felt the instruction they received
in typewriting was very adequate; 16 students, or 31 percent, rated the
instruction as adequate; and only 2 students, or 4 percent, felt the
typewriting instruction was inadequate.
Shorthand ranked second as the course in which the instruction
was very adequate.

Sixty-three percent, or 33 students, rated the

shorthand instruction very adequate; 14 students, or 27 percent, rated
shorthand instruction adequate; and 5 students, or 10 percent, rated it
inadequate.
The third ranking

of a business subject as very adequately

taught was business communications.

Very adequate was indicated by 28

students, or 54 percent; adequate by 20 students, or 38 percent;
inadequate by I student, or 2 percent.

Three students, or 6 percent, did

not evaluate this course.
Office practice/office machines was the fourth highest r.ated
business subject.

Fifty percent of the students, or 26, rated the

instruction in office practice/office machines very adequate.

Nineteen

students, or 37 percent, gave office practice/office machines an
adequate rating; while 7 students, or 13 percent, rated it inadequate.
Office practice/office machines was rated most frequently as
inadequate when compared to all other inadequate ratings.
Accounting, business mathematics, and recordkeeping were rated
31, 19, and 12 percent very adequate, respectively.

These three courses,

as has already been mentioned, were completed by fewer of the students
responding.
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The above findings substantiate the findings of Burkett 1 in his
state-wide study.

The order in which the business courses are rated

according to the instruction received in those courses follows the
exact order he outlined in his study.

These findings also follow

closely the findings of Sammataro,2 Cherry,3 Olsen, 4 and Hays5 in
reference to typewriting.

Typewriting is the most frequently mentioned

business course as having greatest on-the-job value and in which students
feel they have been adequately prepared.
Graduates were also asked to use the same rating scale to
evaluate the instruction they had received on office machines.

Table 6

shows the evaluations.
Effort is made to allow students one full semester of office
machines instruction.

With the exception of the electronic calculator,

all of the machines have been available for student use since the program

1Rupert Dean Burkett, "The Business and Office Programs in the
Vocational Schools of Kentucky: An Appraisal," (unpublished Doctor's
thesis, University of Kentucky, 1971), pp. 72-78.
2Rosemarie A. Sammataro, "A Follow-Up Study of 1962 and 1963 East
Haven High School Business Graduates as a Basis for Improving the Business
Curriculum at East Haven High School," National Business Education
Quarterly, XXXVI, (October, 1965), p. 49.
3Nita D. Cherry, "A Follow-Up Study of the Business Education
Graduates of Crystal Lake Community High School for the Years 1964
through 1966," National Business Education Quarterly, XXXVI, (October,
1968), pp. 10-11.
4Donald E. Olson, "An Evaluation of the Business Education
Curriculum in a Smal 1 High School," National Business Education Quarterly,
XXXVI, (October, 1968), p. 33.
5stephanie A. Hays, "A Follow-Up Study of the 1962-66 Office
Practice Graduates of Kaneland High School with Implications for the
Improvement of the Office Practice Course," National Business Education
Quarterly, XXXVI, (October, 1968), pp. 21-22.

Table 6
Graduates' Evaluation of Instruction Received on Office Machines

Machine

Ver):'. Adeguate
Number Percent

Ade<uate
Number Percent

Inadequate
Number Percent

Not A □□ licable
Number Percent

Accounti~g Machine

16

31

20

38

7

14

9

17

Copying Machine

19

37

20

38

2

4

11

21

Dictaphone

25

48

21

40

3

6

3

6

Duplicator

27

52

20

38

1

2

4

8

Electronic Calculator

13

25

15

29

3

6

21

40

Keypunch

18

35

17

33

11

21

6

11

Mimeograph

25

48

19

37

1

2

7

13

SCM Rotary Calculator

10

19

13

25

1

2

28

54

'

Ten-Key Adding Machine

35

67

15

29

0

0

2

4

Victor Automatic Calculator

16

31

14

27

2

4

20

38

N
\n
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began in 1969.

All students have had access to the other machines.

Frequent machine breakdown is the reason for a large percentage of the
graduates answering not applicable for the SCM Rotary Calculator and
the Victor Automatic Calculator.
More students felt they had received very adequate instruction
on the ten-key adding machine than any other machine evaluated.

This

machine is used more than any other office machine in classes other
than office machines classes.

In accounting classes, extensive use is

made of the ten-key adding machine.

Sixty-seven percent of the

respondents gave the ten-key adding machine a very adequate rating; 15
students, or 29 percent, rated it as adequate.
The office duplicator was evaluated by 52 percent, or 27
students, as very adequate; by 20 students, or 38 percent, as adequate;
and by only 2 percent as inadequate.
The dictaphone and the mimeograph machine were both rated very
adequate by 25 students, or 48 percent.

Forty percent, or 21 students,

rated the dictaphone instruction adequate; while 37 percent, or 19
students, rated the mimeograph instruction as adequate.
The majority of the ratings on all of the machines were very
adequate or adequate.

The instruction on the keypunch machine was rated

more often than any of the other machines as being inadequate.

Eleven

students, or 21 percent, gave the keypunch an inadequate rating.
Limited time for each student on the keypunch machine would create this
response.

The machine is not available for student use for the entire

school year.

The accounting machine was rated by 7 students, or 14

percent, as inadequate.

Mentioned three times each as inadequate were
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the dictaphone and the electronic calculator; mentioned twice each as
inadequate were the Victor Automatic Calculator and the copying machine;
the duplicator, mimeograph, and SCM Rotary Calculator were rated once
each as inadequate.
Current Status of Graduates
Table 7 contains information which was of considerable importance
in this study:

the current status of the two-year graduates.

Of the 52 respondents, only 24, or 47 percent, are working either
full time or part time.

Eighteen of the 52 graduates, or 35 percent, are

working full time; 4, or 8 percent, are working only part time; 2
students, or 4 percent, are working part time and are enrolled in school·
full time.
One student is enrolled in school part time, and one student is
enrolled in school full time.

Seven respondents, or 15 percent, indicated

they were not working but looking for employment; while 10 students, or
19 percent, are neither working nor looking for employment.
indicate their status as other.

Nine students

Three of these 9 work during the summer

and are full-time students during the school year.

Three students who

indicated other as their current status state they are mothers, with one
of those stating she had worked and intends to seek employment again
soon.

One student explained she was going into nursing; another stated

she was enrolled in school part time, not working but looking for employment.

Still another

indicated she was working full time and looking for

a better paying position.
Respondents were instructed after question 7 to complete either
the employed or the unemployed section of the questionnaire.

Within each
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Table 7
Current Status of Two-Year Graduates

Current Status

Number

Percent

Working fu 11 time

18

35

Working part time

4

8

Working ful 1 time and enrol led
in school part time

0

0

Working pa rt time and enrol led
in school part time

0

0

Working pa rt time and enrol led
in school ful 1 time

2

4

Enrol led in school part time

2

Enrol led in school fu 11 time

2

Not,working but looking for
employment
Not working and not looking for
employment
0.ther
Total

7

13

10

19

9

17

52

100
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section, respondents omitted various questions, thus 52 responses are
not indicated for any single one of the remaining questions.
Table 8 shows how soon after graduation students were employed.
Respondents were instructed to fill in this section of questions only if
they were employed in business and office positions, thus only 12
graduates, or 23 percent, are employed in business and office positions.
Table 8
Immediacy of Employment After Graduation

Time Factor

Number

Percent

8

Immediately
Within 2 weeks

2

17

8

2-4 weeks
More than 4 weeks
Total

8

67

12

100

When comparing Table 8 with Table 7, one finds 24 respondents
in Table 7 who indicated either full-time or part-time employment.
of these 24 are employed in business and office positions.

Ten

Fourteen of

these 24 are employed in other than a business and office position.
Two respondents work full time as cashiers, 1 each works full time as
a sales clerk, as a cosmetologist, as a hospital aide, and as a laborer
in a shoe factory.

Four respondents indicated full-time employment in

other than a business and office position but did not state the type of
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employment.

Four respondents work part time, 3 did not state what their

position was, and 1 works as a part-time sales clerk.
One student, as shown in Table 8, was employed immediately after
graduation, 2 were employed within two weeks, 1 student waited 2-4
weeks for employment, and 8 students, or 67 percent, of those employed
in business and office positions waited more than 4 weeks for employment.
Ten of the 12 respondents in Table 8 are among the 24 respondents
in Table 7, page 28, who indicated full-time or part-time employment.
The other 2 respondents are counted among those who answered "other"
in Table 7.

One respondent indicated she was working in a busi°ness and

office position for the summer and would enroll in school in the fall.
Another indicated she was working in a business and office position
but looking for a better paying position.
The hypothesis that less than 50 percent of the Business and
Office Education graduates are employed in business and office positions
is accepted.

Only 23 percent, or 12 respondents, are employed in

business and office positions.
Duties Involved and Relationship to Education
Of the 12 respondents working in business and office positions,
5, or 42 percent, stated they are employed in pos·itions which are
related identically to the education they completed in the Business and
Office Education Program.

Seven of those 12, or 58 percent, state their

position is similar to the education they completed at Greenup County
Vocational Center.as shown in Table 9-
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Table 9
Relationship Between Present Job and Education Completed
at Greenup County Vocational Center

Relationship

Number

Percent

Identical

5

42

Similar

7

58

Not Related

0

0

12

100

Total

Using the keypunch machine, taking dictation on the typewriter,
and transcribing from dictating machines are office activities which
are not required for 7 of the 12 office employees, as is indicated in
Table 10.

Six of the 12 do not take and transcribe shorthand dictation.

Composing business letters is not required of 4 of the employees.

Three

of these 12 are not concerned with filing, greeting callers, or keeping
books.

Operating office machines, typing (other than transcribing), and

using the telephone are tasks not assigned to 2 of the 12 respondents.
Of the tasks on which the 12 respondents do spend time, as shown
in Table 10, filing and using the telephone were given as comprising
either 1 through 5 rank i-ng by 8 of the respondents, indicating they
spend more time on these two tasks.

Seven respondents indicated a

through 5 ranking for greeting callers, operating office machines, and

Table 10
Ranking of Office Activities According to the Amount of Time Spent on Each Activity

NAa

1b

2

Composing business letters

4

0

0

Fi 1 i ng

3

Greeting callers

3

Keeping books

3

Keypunch

Activity

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

] 1C

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

3

0

2

0

2

0

0

2

0

2

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

Operating office machines

2

2

3

0

0

0

0

Taking and transcribing shorthand dictation

6

2

0

0

0

Taking dictation on the typewriter

7

0

0

0

0

Transcribing from dictating machines

7

0

Typing (other than transcribing)

2

3

Using the telephone

2

Other

0

0

2

0

0
3

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

0

0
0

2

0

0
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

aNot applicable
bspent greatest amount of time on office activity
cspent least amount of time on office activity

\JJ
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typing (other than transcribing).

An activity which was not indicated

as rank l through 5 was taking dictation on the typewriter.
As c·an be seen in Table 10, the other activities listed consume
little of the employees' time.

One respondent checked other as rank 2.

She explained she worked in an insurance office and spent a great deal
of her time writing insurance policies.
Cherry6 and Hays? found in their research of business education
graduates that the most common duties performed by graduates were very
similar to the findings in this study.
Twenty-one respondents completed question ll concerning the
reasons for their current unemployment.
Table ll.

Their reasons are given in

Twelve of the 21 respondents, or 57 percent, do not desire

employment; 4 respondents, or 19 percent, cannot find a full-time job;
2 students are enrol led in school, l student is currently unemployed
because of a temporary cut-back by the employer, and 2 students
indicated "other" as a reason for current unemployment.

As an explana-

tion, l student had just returned home from college and was going the
next day for an employment interview and another listed lack of opportunity as the reason for her current unemployment.

6cherry, loc. cit.
7 Hays, l oc. cit.
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Table 11
Reasons for Current Unemployment

Reason
Cannot find full-time job

Number

Percent

4

19

4

Temporary cut-back by employer
Enrolled in school

2

10

Desire to stay in present area where
employment possibilities are few
rather than move to an area where
employment may be possible

0

0

12

57

Inadequate business and office skills

0

0

Other

2

10

21

100

Do not desire employment

Total

Only 16 of the 21 unemployed respondents completed question 12,
"How long have you been unemployed?"

Seven, or 44 percent, have been

unemployed from 0-6 months; 3, or 19 percent, from 7-12 months; 1, or
6 percent, from 1-2 years; 4, or 25 percent, from 2-3 years; and
respondent has been unemployed for over 3 years.
above information.

Table 12 shows the
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Table 12
Length of Unemployment

Time Length

Number

Percent

0-6 months

7

44

7-12 months

3

19

1-2 years

6

4

2-3 years

25

Over 3 years

6

Total

16

100

Space was provided on the questionnaire for comments on what
the graduate had done recently to secure employment.
made comments.

Eight respondents

Three indicated that they had submitted applications to

several companies.

One respondent had visited the employment office.

Two respondents had both visited the employment office and submitted
applications to companies, l of those was scheduled for an interview the
next day.

One graduate had worked previously but was on a leave of
'

absence, and another commented,

11

1 have been everywhere trying to find

an office job, even at Snelling and Snelling, but I don't have any
experience and that is a big drawback."
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Comments and Recommendations of Respondents
Additional comments and recommendations were invited concerning
improvement of the Business and Office Education curriculum and
instruction at Greenup County Vocational Center.

Comments that were made

concerned the office machines course, job placement, model office,
shorthand, human relations, class size, and how the program helped in
finding a job.

The following are the comments made by the respondents

concerning the office machines course.
I.

I believe that al 1 the spare time there is in a classroom

offering office education should be spent on business machines; they
are very important in today's business world.
2.

I think the program would be better if more time were

spent on the machines and less on the math and communications.
think the office machines should be started in the first year at the
school.
3.

Office machines is a very important course and I don't feel

that enough time is given to that course.
4.

The only part of the vocational training I was disappointed

in was the office machines.

I never got to use the keypunch and I felt

we were hurried.
5.

I think the vocational school needs more study on the

keypunch.
Job placement was mentioned by two respondents.
I.
program.

They commented:

In my opinion, job placement should be included in the
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2.

feel that if the vocational school could help find

positions for their graduates it would be a big help in getting them
some experience.
The model office was mentioned by two respondents.

They

recommended:
1.

feel the Business and Office Education

curriculum should

include a model office since this is the current thing in the training
of business students.
2.

The students need to do most of the work on their own.

The instructors should not be overly helpful--when the student goes to
work, there will be no one to assist her then.
to be more like on-the-job situations.

The assignments need

It would be very helpful for

the students if the classes were set up as a model office.
Comments concerning shorthand were as follows:
1.

As a student of the Greenup County Vocational School, I

encourage all students, if possible, to take two years of shorthand
and to really do good.
2.

The shorthand curriculum was excellent and became one of

my favorite subjects.

Even though I made straight A's in shorthand,

because of my age at 17 (when I graduated) employer's did not take me
serious at times and went over my head for an older woman with more
experience.
In reference to human relations, one respondent stated:
I really enjoyed the two years

attended vocational school.

We learned so much about working in an office, but most important we
learned how to get along with each other.

I planned on becoming a
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receptionist but since
caused an obstacle.
clerk.

still haven't learned how to drive it has

I'm fairly content with my work now as a store

I'm a Jill-of-all-Trades and vocational school helped.

learned the proper ~anner to speak on the phone and to customers and
believe me it helps when you have to talk Jong distance to your supervisor
or to some other important official.
Two respondents made comments and recommendations concerning
class size.
l.

They stated:
I think that what I would strongly recommend is smaller

classes so individualized attention could be given to each student.
I feel the classes were much too large.
2.

The teachers at Greenup County Vocational Center weren't

afraid to get close to their students and to help them individually.
Miscellaneous comments included the following:
1.

I am very glad

Center because even though

attended the Greenup County Vocational
do not want to work right now, I feel with

the training I have received I would have no trouble finding a job if
ever need one.

I know from experience that when you can say you've

completed training at Greenup County Vocational Center, you've said a
lot for yourself.
2.

I think my vocational training was great.

me out in college.

It real Jy helped

As far as getting a job with this training, I was

hired on the spot.
3.

I believe that my instruction at the vocational school

helped me secure my present job, although it ·is not an office position.
I hope later to move to an office position with the same company.
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4.

I think. girls studying business should get a chance to work

in actual business offices before graduation.

Chapter 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The problem of this study was to determine selected information
about the two-year Business and Office Education graduates of the
Greenup County Vocational Center from May, 1970, to May, 1972.
Summary
An analysis of the data obtained revealed the following
concerning the two-year business and office education graduates of
Greenup County Vocational Center:
1.

The majority of the students responding had completed the

Secretarial-Stenographic Curriculum.
2.

Students enrolled in the Business and Office Education

Program because of a desire to obtain a background for further business
education and a desire to develop secretarial skills to be used
immediately upon graduation.
3.

Students have not been denied employment because of inadequate

business and office skills.
4.

Students tend to feel they have had adequate instruction

in typewriting, shorthand, business communications, and office practice/
office machines.

However, of the courses which were indicated to have

been inadequately instructed, office practice/office machines ranked
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These findings substantiate those of Burkett 1 in his state-

highest.

wide study of the secretarial and general clerical vocational preparation
programs in Kentucky.
5.

Adequate instruction was indicated on the ten-key adding

machine, office duplicator, dictaphone, mimeograph, copying machine,
keypunch, accounting machine, Victor Automatic Calculator, electronic
calculator, and the SCM Rotary Calculator.

Again, this substantiates

Burkett•s 2 findings.
6.

The keypunch machine instruction was rated most often as

inadequate, as compared with the other machines, followed by the
accounting machine.
7.

Twenty-four of the 52 respondents are working either full-

time or part-time.

Only 12 of those, however, are employed in business

and office positions.

Similar findings are reported by Fannin3 in his

study of the 1969-70 Business and Office Education Graduates of Martin
County Extension Center.
8.

Of the 12 employed in business and office positions, their

responsibilities are either identical or similar to the education they
completed at Greenup County Vocational Center.

1Rupert Dean Burkett, "The Business and Office Programs in the
Vocational Schools of Kentucky: An Appraisal," (unpublished Doctor's
thesis, University of Kentucky, 1971), pp. 72-78.
2 1bid.
3Donald Ray Fannin, "A Follow-Up Study of the 1969-70 Business
and Office Education Graduates of Martin County Extension Center,"
(unpublished research study, Morehead State University, 1971).
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The majority of those unemployed do not desire employment.

The hypothesis that more than 50 percent of the Business and Office
Education graduates do not desire employment is accepted.
Conclusions
Based upon the findings obtained in this study, the following
conclusions are drawn:
1.

The Secretarial-Stenographic Curriculum fills a definite

need in the Business and Office Education Program.
2.

Students expressed a desire to enroll in the program in

order to develop skills to be used, yet few of those students are using
their skills.
3.

Based upon comments made by respondents, the office machines

course could be lengthened.
4.

It appears that the duties and responsibilities in offices

are adequately taught at the Greenup County Vocational Center.
Respondents employed in business and office positions rate their present
job as identical or similar to their education.
5.

It appears that students are enrolling in the Greenup

County Vocational Center who have no intention of using their education
in a business and office position.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are made concerning improvement in
the Business and Office Education Program:
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1.
lengthened.

The office machines course should be evaluated and possibly
Activities should be designed and included in the preparation

program to meet the needs of students in this area.
2.

Closer guidance should be established with the entering

students in order to enroll those students who have a definite interest
and a desire to use their education in business and office positions.
3.

The possibility of a model-office program or a cooperative

program should be considered in preparing students for entry into
business and office positions.
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A FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF THE EMPLOYMENT STATUS
OF THE TWO-YEAR BUSINESS AND OFFICE GRADUATES
OF THE GREENUP COUNTY VOCATIONAL CENTER
In the space provided to the left of each question, please place the
number indicating your response.
1. ___ ln what year did you complete your education at Greenup County
Vocational Center?
1.

1969-70

2.

1970-71

3.

1971-72

2. ___Which curriculum did you complete?
or 960 hours in the same program.)

3.

(Completion means two years

I.

Secretarial-Stenographic

2.

General Clerical

3-

Did not pursue two-year curriculum.

most affected your decision to
---What
Office Education Program at Greenup

Explain_________

enroll in the Business and
County Vocational Center?

I.

Desire to obtain a background for further business education

2.

Only program open at time of enrollment

3-

Own desire to develop secretarial skills to be used immediately
upon graduation

4.

Parents' wishes

5.

Recommended by a friend or relative

6.

Recommended by guidance counselor

7-

Other.

Explain· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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4.

Have you been denied
---and
office skills?
1.

Yes

2.

No

employment because of inadequate business

If so, what was your deficiency?

----------------

5.

In the space provided by each course listed below, please indicate
your evaluation of the instruction you received in that course at
Greenup County Vocational Center. If you did not complete the
course here, leave the space blank. Use the rating scale listed
at the right.
---'Accounting
Business Communications

_ __c

I.
2.
3.

Very adequate
Adequate
Inadequate

Business Mathematics

_ __c

---Office

Practice/Office Machines

___Recordkeeping

---Shorthand
---Typewriting
6.

In the space provided by the name of each machine listed
indicate your evaluation of the instruction you received
machine at Greenup County Vocational Center. If you did
instruction on the machine here, leave the space blank.
rating scale listed at the right.

---Accounting

Machine

- - -Copying Machine

1.
2.
3.

below, please
on that
not receive
Use the

Very adequate
Adequate
Inadequate

---'Dicta phone
___Duplicator
Electronic Calculator

_ __c

___Keypunch
___Mimeograph

- - -Ten-Key Adding Machine

- - -SCM Rotary Calculator

---Victor

Automatic Calculator
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]. ___Which of the following statements best describes your current
status?
1.

Working fu 11 time

2.

Working part time

3-

Working fu 11 time and enro 11 ed in school part time

4. Working part time and enrol led in school part time.
5.

Working part time and enro 11 ed in school fu 11 time

6.

Enro 11 ed in school part time

7-

Enrolled in school ful 1 time

8.

Not working but looking for employment

9-

Not working and not looking for employment

10.

Other

If employed in an office position, please answer questions 8-10. If
unemployed or employed in other than an office position, please skip
to question 11.
8. __..cHow soon were you employed in a business and office position
after graduating from the Business and Office Program?
1.

Immediately

2.

Within 2 weeks

3.

2-4 weeks

4.

More than 4 weeks

9. ___Which one of the following statements best describes the relationship between your present position and the education you completed
in the Business and Office Education Program at Greenup County
Vocational Center?
1.

Identical

2.

Similar

3.

Not related
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10.

In the space provided by each activity listed below, please rank the
activities according to the amount of time you spend each day on
each activity. Rank the activity on which you spend the most time
as number l. Rank the activity on which you spend the least time
as number 11.

---Composing

business letters

---'Filing

---Greeting

callers

- - -Keeping books
___Keypunch

---Operating office machines
---Taking and transcribing shorthand dictation
---Taking dictation on the typewriter
---Transcribing from dictating machines
- - -Typing (other than transcribing)

---Using the telephone
---Other. Explain-----------------------Please skip to question 14.
11. ___What is the reason for your current unemployment?
l.

Cannot find full-time job

2.

Temporary cut-back by employer

3.

Enrolled in school

4.

Desire to stay in present area where employment possibilities
are few rather than move to an area where employment may be
possible.

5.

Do not desire employment

6.

Inadequate business and office skills

7.

Other.

Explain

-----------------------
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12.

How long have you been unemployed?
l.

0-6 months

2.

7-12 months

3.

1-2 years

4.

2-3 years

5.

Over 3 years

13.

Comment on what you have done recently to secure employment.

14.

Do you desire the results of this study?
name and address below.

If so, please indicate

Name ____________________________
Street___________________________
Ci ty ____________State_____Z i p Code______
15.

Please use the space below and on the reverse side to make any
comments and any recommendations you might have for improvement
in the Business and Office Education curriculum and instruction
at Greenup County Vocational Center.
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Box 643
South Shore, KY
May 25, 1973

41175

Miss Diana Wadsworth
South Shore, KY
41175
Dear Miss.Wadsworth:
As a recent graduate of Greenup County Vocational Center, you have
been chosen to participate in a study concerning the preparation
and employment status of Business and Office Education graduates.
Your answers to the questions on the enclosed questionnaire will
be appreciated.
This questionnaire will assist the Business and Office Education
Department in determining any deficiencies and/or strengths which
exist in the Business and Office Education Program. The accuracy
and completeness of the study depends upon your cooperation. Only
you can provide us with the information we need.
An addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for your convenience
in returning the questionnaire. It will take only a few minutes
to complete the material, and the few minutes you spend will prove
very valuable for future students. Your cooperation will be greatly
appreciated. A summary of the results of this study will be sent
to you upon request.
Sincerely yours,

(Mrs.) Catherine Chaffin
Business and Office Instructor
Greenup County Vocational Center
Enclosures 2
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Box 643
South Shore, KY
June 11, 1973

41175

Miss Diana Wadsworth
South Shore, KY
41175
Dear Miss Wadsworth:
Recently you were mailed a letter and a questionnaire concerning
a follow-up study of the Business and Office Education graduates
of Greenup County Vocational Center. Your comments and answers
are extremely important to the successful completion of this study.
The Business and Office Education Department is depending upon
your participation; hopefully, the results of this study will help
improve the program.
If you have already completed and returned the questionnaire, thank
you for your cooperation. If you have not, will you please take a
few minutes to complete the one enclosed. An addressed, stamped
envelope is attached for your convenience.
Your cooperation will be appreciated. A summary of the results of
the study will be sent to you upon request.
Sincerely yours,

(Mrs.) Catherine Chaffin
Business and Office Instructor
Greenup County Vocational Center
Enclosures 2

